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SALE SUMMARY 
The Oaks and Genetic Partners Range Ready Bull Sale 
February 25, 2017 
Navasota, Texas 
 

• 84 Brangus® and Ultrablack® Bulls grossed $318,650 to average 
$3,390 

 
A standing-room-only crowd of enthusiastic buyers greeted the range-ready bulls 
of The Oaks Farm and Genetic partners at Navasota Livestock, Navasota, Texas at 
their recent Range Ready Bull Sale. The solid set of rancher bulls, developed with 
the end user in mind were snapped up at a rapid pace and unwavering attention 
to quality and power. 
 
Lot 20, Oaks Online 209C23 was the day’s top-selling bull at $6,000. Out of a 
first-calf heifer that calved at two-years-and-one-day old, he boasted eight EPD 
traits that were breed average of above including top 10 percent REA and top 15 
percent WW, YW and MF. He was purchased by Whitley Ranch, Brenham, Texas. 
 
Whitley Ranch continued to dominate the quality selections when they purchased 
their choice of the next three high-selling bulls in lots seven, 15 and 19, all big-
performing, high-performance EPD bulls with tremendous carcass potential. 
 
At $5,000, KTL Cattle, of Navasota, Texas, purchased the next high-selling bull 
when they paid $5,000 to own Lot 34, Oaks Passport 541C27. This big-bodied 
Passport son dominated in terms of dimension and performance with six EPD 
traits ranking in the breed’s top 30 percent or greater. 
 
Also, selling for $5,000 was Lot 38, Oaks Passport 99C71. Bronikowski Cattle 
Company, of Tomball, Texas, paid the bid price to own this Passport son out of a 
Csonka daughter. He projects top 10 percent IMF and top 20 percent REA and 
WW EPDs. 
 
Double Six Cattle, also, paid $5,000 when they won the bid on Lot 36, Oaks 
Passport 468C16. Another big-bodied Passport son, he presents outstanding 
carcass merit ranking in the breed’s top 20 percent IMF and top 35 percent REA 
EPDs. 
 
Lot 4, Oaks Csonka 803C52, also, fetched a bid price of $5,000. This high-
performing son of multiple trait leader, Csonka, featured eight EPD traits ranking 
in the breed’s top 25 percent or greater. He sold to MS Ranch, of Lavon, Texas. 


